
With electronically adjustable speeds from 820 to 2,460 ft/min
for optimal control. Ideal for wet sanding, too.

For sanding, polishing, de-burring
and beveling of hard and soft wood,
non-ferrous metal, steel, plastic
(also Plexiglas and fiberglass
reinforced plastics), cork and
rubber. Sands long edges, end
sections, radii, miters, and by
turning work piece over, accurate
flat surfaces at right angles. The
electronic speed control ensures
optimal results on multiple types of
material.

Sturdy
construction:
Main body of
ribbed die-cast
aluminum (no
steel tube or
sheet metal
construction)
with machined
aluminum die-
cast work table.
The table tilts 15° inwards and 45° outwards (a scale facilitates accurate adjustment) and has a slot for
the adjustable miter gauge. Disc provided with a silicon film ensuring that affixed sanding discs can be
removed effortlessly after use. Two additional square silicon films for storage and reuse of used
sanding discs are included. A simple chart indicates the recommended speeds on different materials.

Technical data:
Speed 820 to 2,460ft/min (belt drive 7.3 : 1 reduction ratio)
Disc Diameter 9 27/32" (250mm)
Max. Sanding Height 5 5/16" (135mm)
Table Size 10 13/16" x 4 1/8" (275 x 105mm), adjusts 15° in, 45° out
Overall Size (w/o table) 3" x 11" x 9" (330 x 280 x 230mm)
Volts 110 - 120V AC, 60Hz

Comes with miter gauge and two each 80 and 240 grit sanding discs.

NO 38 060
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WARNING:
This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and
birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

A dust collection adapter for attaching a vacuum cleaner or dust extractor is included.

Accessories for the Disc Sander TSG 250/E
Self-Adhesive Corundum Sanding Discs for TSG 250/E
Industrial quality. For sanding soft and hard woods, chipboards, fibre boards, non-ferrous metals,
steel, plastic, cork, rubber and minerals. Ø 9 27/32" (250mm). Includes silicone film for storing
used sanding discs.

NO 28 970 80 grit 5 discs
NO 28 972 150 grit 5 discs
NO 28 974 240 grit 5 discs

Self-Adhesive Silicone Carbide Sanding Discs for TSG 250/E
For sanding non-ferrous metals, steel, glass, PC cards, plastics and ceramics. Ø 9 27/32"
(250mm). Includes silicone film for storing used sanding discs.

NO 28 976 320 grit 5 discs

Self-Adhesive Silicone Film for easy sanding disc replacement
For retrofitting older disc sanders TG 250/E (production before 2008 with serial no. up to 7825). Is
attached to the sanding disc. Ensures that affixed sanding discs can be removed effortlessly after
use. Ø 9 27/32" (250mm). With 4 square silicone films for storage and reuse of used sanding
discs.

NO 28 968
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